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Context
Working within an open plan Early Years setting with two Reception 

Classes sharing the space. The school has a high proportion of Pupil 

Premium children, with 49% eligible for free school meals.

The school is two form entry and has a nursery provision which takes 

children from two years old.

Ellacombe is part of a wider multi academy trust which has 9 schools 

in total throughout the south west.
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OU Research Inspiration & Rationale
Reading for pleasure (RfP) is the single biggest predictor of 

academic achievement. 

Nurturing a child’s love of reading is key to their future 

success in life. 

It is therefore vital for teachers to do what they can to 

encourage and foster this intrinsic enjoyment of reading within 

their students and create reading friendly classes and schools.

Cremin et al. (2014)



Aims Our setting had recently had significant 

investment from our Academy Trust, so we were 

lucky to have beautiful new furniture and 

lovely resources to start the school year. 

After a classroom move around, our book area 

had been left looking unloved and 

disorganised. I found that the same children 

would choosing to use the area and it was 

often used just as another play space.

My aim was to encourage more children to 

choose to access books and stories in the 

reading area by reorganizing the Book Corner 

space and making it more appealing.

In particular I chose to focus on three boys 

who would not usually choose to explore our 

books or the book area independently.



Outline
I started with a questionnaire to gauge the 
children’s general opinions about books and our 
reading area.

Most children had a positive attitude towards 
books and our reading area.

Most children struggled to name books they had 
read or enjoyed. Of those that did, the majority 
named the Book Trust book they were given at the 
start of the year.

All the children thought the book area could be 
improved. They had various ideas how, with some 
interesting suggestions to make it even better 
such as “zombies”, “real dinosaurs”, “water”, and 
even “a TV”! Many thought decorations, sparkles 
and lights would make it more appealing.



Outline

I began by making a cheerful 
display promoting the love of 
reading, adding sparkly lights and 
pretty decorations. No real 
dinosaurs, but I did manage to 
incorporate one in the display.

I also added displays of the front 
covers of books we had shared and 
enjoyed as a class.



Outline
I reorganised the furniture with 
the goal of making more cosy, 
quiet ‘book nook’ spaces to sit 
and enjoy the books.



Outline
I slimmed down the picture 
books selection on offer and 
added props linked to stories 
we knew.

I built on the range of reading 
media available - adding non-
fiction texts and children’s 
magazines.



Impact
The Book Area looked prettier, more 

organised and more appealing, certainly 

when viewed through adult eyes. The new 

reading materials and props were well 

received and popular, especially the 

magazines. However I found no significant 

change in which children were choosing to 

use the book area and access the books 

independently. 

The revamp had no effect on the three 

target children.



Reflections
Like many teachers, I follow numerous teaching accounts on 

social media. My timelines are full of picture perfect set 

ups. 

It is easy to fall to believing that a book corner, a 

builders tray, or other learning provision, needs to look 

‘Pinterest Perfect’ and ‘Instagrammable’. However it is the 

content that has more impact on the children - the range of 

texts on offer and opportunities to connect and interact with 

books in conjunction with play opportunities.



Next steps
To further develop and encourage the children’s reading for 

pleasure, my future plans involve building in reading 

opportunities to other spaces in the class environment, for 

example adding magazines to the role play area, and non-

fiction books along with our small world set ups. 

Additionally, I intend to build cosy, reading-friendly areas 

outdoors in the setting.


